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Our Vision

To globally pioneer and lead in LED lighting

solutions by creating products synonymous with

innovation, durability and exceptional design to exceed

every client’s expectation.

Mission Statement

We are dedicated to supplying our customers with the latest high quality

energy efficient LED products that exhibit aesthetically pleasing craftsmanship. 



Fiber optic lighting uses an optical fiber as a “light 

pipe” which transmits light from a source through 

the fiber to a remote location. The fibers consist of a 

core that transmits the light and an optical cladding 

that traps the light in the core of the fiber.

With GLP®, you can be rest assured that a 

high-quality product is at the core of our lighting 

systems. We have a fully trained team who can visit 

your site to discuss your project and demonstrate 

our fibre optic lighting range to you firsthand.
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How does Fibre optic lighting work?

The light in a fiber-optic cable travels through the core by constantly bouncing from 

the cladding, because the cladding does not absorb any light from the core, the 

lightwave can travel great distances. The Fibre optic lighting system is usually 

comprised of three parts; light source, harness and end fittings.

Light source: This is the main unit which houses the light engine, transformer, fan, 

colourwheel dimming functions and control gears.

Harness: One fibre optic cable is called a ‘lightguide’. Two or more cables bound 

together at one end in a 30mm aluminum plug (common end) is called a harness.



End Fittings: Although not always necessary, the end 

fittings allow for the cable to be easily installed in the 

chosen location/material, e.g. wood, plaster board, 

decking. Many such fittings offer the added benefit of 

flexibility with the focusing and directing of the light 

emitted from the ends of the cables.

Value for money & Low
Maintenance

•A single light source using one light engine supplies 

several light points

Low UV and Heat Emissions

•When other lighting options dont work out, fibre 

optic lighting is perfectly suited for conservation. It 

has Low UV and no heat  emission from the end of 

the fibers

Safety

•The fibre optic harness does not have  electricity, it 

can be easily used in wet/humid conditions and in 

public locations too

Unlimited Effects

•Fibre optic lighting can bring animated colour and 

sparkle to a project. It can go from sparkle mode to 

colour change mode with DXM, AVR and scene 

setting





LIGHT SOURCE

FIBRE OPTIC

Model
LED

Power
Voltage

Life of 
Lamp

Color
Temperature

Material
Fixture 

Finished

220502-FO0040 40W 220V AC 50,000h RGB LED Black

IP
Rating

Aperture 
size (mm)

Machine Size
(mm)

DMX function

IP20 Φ30 L270×W264×H135 5 DMX channel, 14 preset programs

Model
LED

Power
Voltage

Life of
Lamp

Color
Temperature

Material

220500-FO0080 80W 220V AC 50,000h 6000k LED

Fixture 
Finished

IP
Rating

Aperture 
size (mm)

Machine Size
(mm)

DMX function Color Wheel

Black IP20 Φ30
L270×W264×

H135
5 DMX channel,

14 preset programs
Twinkle white / 6 color /

twinkle 6 color

Model
LED

Power
Voltage Life of Lamp

Aperture size
(mm)

Color
Temperature

Machine Size
(mm)

220587-
FO0027

27W 220V AC 50,000h Φ30 RGB L150×W150×H80

Fixture Finished Remarks Color Wheel

Aluminium
RGB+ twinkle white wheel 

preset programs
 RGB + twinkle wheel

Model
LED

Power
Voltage Life of Lamp

Color
Temperature

Machine Size
(mm)

220596-
FO0064

64W 220V AC 50,000h RGB L150×W150×H80

Aperture size
(mm)

Fixture Finished Remarks Color Wheel

2XΦ30 Aluminium
 RGB+twinkle white wheel

preset programs
RGB + twinkle wheel
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We Design, Supply & Install

At Global Light and Power LLC, we provide complete turn key solutions for projects 

of all sizes.  

 

From design to analysis in the form of drawings, renderings and lux level reports, our 

experienced team of designers and engineers provide a thorough perspective to 

clients on what to expect when choosing and installing GLP’s range of Fiber Optic 

Lighting solutions. GLP can design and install Fiber Optic Lighting in swimming 

pools, ceilings, floors, decking, and even in carpets!

 

Following design approvals and order confirmation, we begin manufacturing the 

selected items for the project or in most cases we have the Fiber Optic System 

readily available in our Dubai Warehouse stock. 

 

Our team of specialized installers are always available to provide support and 

technical expertise. They ensure that products are installed accurately and 

efficiently for effortless long term use.



11B Street, Al Quoz Industrial Area 1, Dubai
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